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Mr. Vosburg called the meeting to order at 5:05 PM.

Mr. Vosburg gave an overview of the structure of the public hearing and provided instructions to participants on how to utilize the Zoom software to ask questions and/or provide public comment.

Mr. Vosburg informed the hearing of the way tax increment financing works, the structure of the Detroit Brownfield Redevelopment Authority, and the tax increment financing request per the Brownfield Plan.
Mr. Cantor, Mr. Bradford, and Ms. English-Barnhill provided additional details regarding the redevelopment plans for the project locations, the planned programming for the developments, and more details about the anticipated jobs to be created by the project.

Mr. Vosburg opened the Question-and-Answer segment of the public hearing and stated that questions will be limited to one minute per person.

Ms. Cassells asked for clarification on how the Detroit Public Schools Community District (DPSCD) will be unaffected by the tax capture under the Plan, what is meant by DDA tax capture for schools, if the new jobs created by the projects will provide a living wage, and asked for a breakdown of the affordable residential unit sizes that will be included in the projects. Mr. Vosburg stated that under the Plan the school debt millages will not be captured and that the DDA captures the school millages and that the State of Michigan makes the DPSCD whole should they experience any loss of tax revenue. Mr. Cantor stated that the affordable unit mix will match the mix of units in the buildings with studio, one and two-bedroom units. Mr. Bradford added that the residential units will be made up of about 25% studio units, 50% one-bedroom units, and 25% two-bedroom units.

Susan Steigerwalt stated that she is concerned about the underfunding of the Detroit Public Libraries and asked what the anticipated rental rates will be for the affordable two-bedroom units. Mr. Cantor stated that he does not have the dollar amount for the anticipated rental rate for the affordable two-bedroom unit but that the rental rate will be based on the applicable AMI level for the unit type and that he estimates that to be about $1,000 per month.

Mr. Pope asked if the retail tenants will be implementing the “credit card only” policy that other retail establishments have been practicing in Downtown Detroit and asked how the Developer will be transparent about the hiring of Detroit residents for the construction jobs and the permanent jobs to be created by the projects and what their commitment is to the hiring of Detroit residents. Mr. Cantor stated that he would be willing to have further conversations about the “card only” policy that other retail establishments have been implementing in Downtown Detroit and stated that the Developer is working closely with Detroit at Work to make sure that the employment opportunities are available for Detroit residents and that they are committed to being transparent about local hiring throughout the construction process and are putting plans in place to be able to meet the requirements of the applicable Executive Orders related the hiring of Detroit residents.

Imara Hyman asked if there will be any bonds issued for the projects. Mr. Vosburg stated that there will not be any public bonds issued for the projects and that if there were going to be public bonds issued, it would require approval of the public body.

Kea asked what kind of claw-backs will be put in place in case the projects do not create the amount of jobs that are currently anticipated and asked what the anticipated wages are for the permanent jobs that are expected to be created by the projects. Mr. Vosburg stated that the tax incentive under the Plan is performance based and if the projects do not create the amount of jobs that are projected to be created, then the tax capture benefits under the Plan will be reduced accordingly and that the City of Detroit’s Housing and Revitalization Department will be enforcing the affordable residential rates, the Civil Rights, Inclusion, and Opportunity Department will be monitoring the hiring of Detroit residents for the construction of the projects under the applicable Executive Orders, and the Planning and Development Department will be monitoring the Community Benefits Agreement that will be entered into as a result of the Community Benefits Ordinance process. Mr. Cantor stated that the Related Companies have decades of experience with affordable housing development and that they have never converted an affordable housing unit to market rate rents. Ms. English-Barnhill stated that the permanent jobs to be created will be a variety of
opportunities in hospitality and banking such as loan officers, bank tellers, computer system analysts, as well as a variety of other opportunities that will be created by the future office and retail tenants of the projects.

Robert asked what the benefits of the projects will be for long-time Detroit residents. Mr. Cantor stated that there will be more job opportunities, increased revenue for the City of Detroit for City services which will increase from the current $250,000 in revenue that is being received by the City to approximately $10 million in new revenue for the City that will be created by the projects, and that the projects will create new green spaces in the community.

Landis Spencer asked for clarification on the income tax capture included in the Plan and the projected increase in revenue for the City that will come as a result of the projects. Mr. Vosburg stated that the income tax capture that is included in the Plan is 50% of the state income tax generated by the future employees of the projects and clarified that the City income tax will not be captured under the Plan and that the City will see the benefits of the increase of City income tax that will be generated by the future employees and residents of the projects.

Quinita Good asked for more information on the rental rates for the residential units and what the anticipated wages are for the jobs to be created by the projects. Mr. Cantor stated that the Developer is working with the Detroit Public Schools Community District to make employment and educational opportunities available to students in the DPSCD and the Developer is working on solving the problem of the shortage of skilled trades workers and will encourage the future commercial tenants to hire Detroit residents.

Citing no additional questions, Mr. Vosburg closed out the Question-and-Answer segment and opened the floor for public comment stating that public comments would be limited to one minute per person.

Theo Pride stated that the Plan will hurt majority black Detroit and will displace black people, while redistributing resources from the black public to private white pocket books of the proposed benefits fall short in addressing the needs of the average Detroit resident, the affordable housing proposed for the project of 50% AMI does not go deep enough to truly be affordable to the black population in the area as their annual income ranges from $17,000 to $28,000. Mr. Pride stated that these people will surely be displaced as the rents rise due to escalating property values based on prior evidence job creation and this deal will benefit white suburbanites more than legacy Detroit residents and that more than 75% of all the jobs in Detroit are held by suburban residents, and the average annual income of a job in Detroit is $85,000.

Adam stated that the affordable housing units included in the project are not affordable enough for the average Detroit resident and that the AMI calculation is inherently unfair for the average income in the City of Detroit.

M Pope stated that he is part of the Business Community Association and the city-wide CBA Coalition and requested that the Developer make a $1 million annual contribution to the Detroit Affordable Housing Trust Fund over the life of the tax abatement periods and stated that the projects will displace low-income residents with children as well as low-income senior residents within the impact area.

Robert stated that the projects will not benefit the rest of the City of Detroit because the projects and the tax capture will stay downtown.

Steven Hawring stated that there was some misinformation stated by some of the previous commenters but that he does have some concerns about the levels of affordability proposed for the housing units still
not being attainable for the average Detroit resident and expressed concerns about the proposed amount of office space included in the projects and whether there would be enough demand to fill the office space.

Imara Hyman stated that she is concerned about the amount of the tax incentives being pursued for the projects and that the City of Detroit awards a higher amount of tax incentives per capita than other cities in the country.

Tim Hinkle stated that the history of unfulfilled promises by Olympia Development are concerning and if those promises had been fulfilled, we would have a walkable district where buildings have since been demolished by Olympia Development and he would like to know why development can be proposed and completed in other cities but not in the City of Detroit.

Landis Spencer stated that the proposed levels of affordability are not attainable by the average Detroit resident and that Olympia Development has failed to deliver on past promises and do not maintain the properties that they own in the City and that the tax capture should not go to the Developer and should go to the City of Detroit for other services.

Chris Gilmer-Hill stated that he is against the tax incentives being pursued for the projects and that you can’t trust that the proposed benefits of the projects will actually go to Detroit residents and that the Developer has not followed through on past development proposals and he does not trust that they will deliver on the proposed projects now.

Caleb Rose stated that he has a lot of issues with the Transformational Brownfield Plan program and that the Developer has proven in the past that they will not deliver on their promises of development and expressed concerns that there will be low-income residents displaced and the tax revenues should go toward helping those residents retain their housing throughout the City.

Greg Flynn-Sollish stated that he is against approval of the Plan, and he does not think that public funds should go to the Developer for the projects and that the projects will not serve Detroit residents.

Aaron B stated that he is a member of the Democratic Socialists of America, and that Olympia Development has not delivered on past promises and when they said they were going to build residential developments, they instead built a parking structure to meet their investment requirements to the DDA, and stated that the Developer does not seem to be taking the residents of Detroit seriously.

Gwen Peoples stated that she sent in a written public comment and that the proposed developments look like they will be closed off from people outside and be inaccessible to the public and that the City needs funds for libraries and parks and to help residents stay in their homes and not be displaced.

Deb Sumner stated that Detroit residents need to revisit the structure of the DDA tax capture and that there should be a cap on the amount of tax capture that the DDA can receive and that she is against corporate welfare.

Erica Firment stated that she is a resident of Farmington Hills, and that she is against the approval of the tax incentives for the project and doesn’t understand why there is so much office space proposed as part of the projects because there isn’t enough demand for it.

Quinita Good stated that she would like to know who is on the DBRA-CAC and that they didn’t consider the needs to Detroit residents when they recommended approval of the Plan.
Cindy Darrah stated that she wanted to know more about the AMI calculation and the geographical area that the City uses for its AMI and that she would like to know what the proposed rental rates are for the affordable housing units.

Citing no additional public comments, Mr. Vosburg provided a recap on the next steps in the approval process for the Plan, restated that written public comments can be submitted to Cora Capler via email at ccapler@degc.org until 5:00pm on Tuesday, February 7, 2023 to be included in the minutes of the public hearing, and then closed the public hearing at 6:43 PM.
As a long time resident of Detroit I’m so tired of seeing people who have money to construct multi million dollar projects take millions of tax captured dollars to build their projects. The construction of high rise apartments and lavish restaurants poor people would not be able to afford to eat or live in the project that would collect our tax dollars for 30 plus years. Our rich investors should use their own money for their business venture. Living in Jefferson Chalmers our community of over thousand people DON’T HAVE AN OPEN LIBRARY because it needs repairs. We have a RECREATIONAL FACILITY that community residents have tried for years to have repaired or rebuilt. Our TAX DOLLARS SHOULD BE USED IN OUR COMMUNITY

Gwendolyn Peoples

Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android
Greetings,

I am submitting this letter to be read into public record in the Brownfield Public Hearing regarding the Transformational Brownfield for the District Detroit project.

My name is Sarah Staten and I am a concerned citizen and community organizer with the Northwest Young Organizers.

The $616 million brownfield that Olympia and Related is requesting will take crucial resources away from our schools, libraries, and other public services that we Detroitors depend on to improve our quality of life—to educate us, protect us, provide opportunities, and build up our communities. Nearly $200 million will be diverted from our school system—a system that ranks among the lowest in the county in terms of per capita student spending—and give it to billionaires. This robs our children and creates an unfair playing field between them and kids in the suburbs.

The $616m in public money will go to build luxury developments, that will attract higher income suburbanites, which will undoubtedly displace renters as the price of living goes up. We are in essence then paying for our own removal and replacement. The developer claims they will provide a significant bundle of affordable housing—but most of the units are small and does not accommodate the housing type that needs affordable housing in Detroit, which is families with children. These units are largely not for us, they are for University of Michigan students, and a suburban workforce.

It seems this development is costing Detroitors a lot but is not designed for us. It disinvests from our schools and black neighborhoods and builds up the affluent Downtown to attract suburban residents and customers. This is for them, not for us.

To make this project more equitable, the community is asking that for the developer to make an annual contribution of $1M to the Affordable Housing Trust over the lifespan of the brownfield. We also ask that the money captured from our schools and library be paid back to them in full by the developer. Lastly, we ask that the developer invest in a Relocation Fund to support residents who will be displaced by the project.

Thank you,

Sarah Staten
2/6/2023

My name is Tarius Porter, lifelong Detroiter, District 5 resident, and member of the Northwest Young Organizers. I am writing to oppose the Transformational Brownfield for the new The District Detroit development.

My reasons are many. First, the District Detroit development is racist and will rob black people of public investments and displace black people in order to provide profit and comfort for white people. Over $600 million dollars, $200 million of which will come from our schools and libraries, is an absurd amount of public money to give to wealthy developers when so many Detroiters are mired in poverty, unemployed, in need of affordable housing, a better transit system, and education. That $600 million is need to address the problems Detroiters face, not so the billionaire Illitches can make super-profit. This project prioritizes white profit of black lives.

Instead of luxury hotels and office space that no one will use, we want better schools, more affordable housing, development that includes everybody instead of pushing us out of our homes. Thus, I am asking, if the Brownfield Board approves the Transformational Brownfield, that: the developers 1) make a $1 million contribution to the city’s Housing Trust Fund over the entire life of the tax capture; 2) reimburse the Detroit Public Schools Community District and Detroit Public Library for any lost revenue as a result of the eligible tax capture; and 3) invest in a Dislocation Fund to support any resident displaced as a result of rent increase caused by the luxury development.

Thank you for your time and consideration. With your help, we can make this development equitable for all.

Sincerely,

Tarius Porter
Hello,

I am writing as a resident of Detroit to express my strong displeasure, and active irritation at this proposal of the District Detroit Brownfield. There are so many funds that have been directed to that area already among so much suffering within the city, that it feels deeply unconscionable to try and support this project even further - knowing full well that the funds that go into this area get trapped into this area for many years.

Sure, there is the but-for cause that always gets brought up when it comes to this kind of development. But if so much relies on this kind of exploitative funding, then this is not the kind of development that I want to support in any way whatsoever and I'm going to be very, very honest about that.

--
R.Weaver
[they/them/their]
To: City Council  
From: Jane Slaughter, 1451 Clark St., Detroit, MI 48209

There is no justification for giving the wealthy Illitch family even one cent of the tax dollars that we Detroiters so badly need for our own services. This sort of corporate welfare has never brought about the promised benefits, starting with the construction of the Poletown plant and up to the present. Rather, it has contributed to the growth of poverty in Detroit and such disgraceful situations as a bus system that does not work because bus drivers are offered only $15 an hour. Keep our tax dollars, pay bus drivers, build public housing—not expensive, subsidized private housing. The idea that this scheme will build housing that is "affordable" is laughable. And those who pursue gentrification rather than true development know this.

I urge City Council to reject any more "rob from the poor, give to the rich" schemes.
To the Members of the Brownfield Redevelopment Board:

I am a resident of Detroit and I am opposed to the District Detroit tax abatement deal.

Detroiter have already invested hundreds of millions of public tax dollars in Little Caesar’s arena including major land give aways. I believe these wealthy billionaires like the Ilitch Family and Stephen Ross should pay for the District Detroit Development with their own money and not continue to rely on support from city and state tax payers.

The Brownfield Authority Board should vote NO on the deal.

Thank you,

Renard L. Monczunski